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Customer Reviews

Titan Consulting Group

2400 Us Highway 1
N Brunswick, NJ
08902-4303

http://titanconsultinggr
p.com/

Email this Business

(888) 488-4517

Bruce P
11/14/2018

Had to cancel the program getting separated can't afford it anymore still waiting for an answer about
my money that's left over

Judy D.
10/08/2018

This is the biggest scam ever. I made the payments. I started getting nasty calls from my creditors so I
canceled two months in. I was told I would get all my money back. Waited two months to hear I would
only get $173.00 back. All the other money went to their fees. All they did for me is get me a worst
credit rating, two payments behind on a few creditors and broke. So tell me what did they do to earn
$700.00? Very angry and hurt and in debt. Judy Davis. Do not use Titan Consulting Group.

Leon H
07/13/2018
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I was in serious trouble with credit card debt and saw no way out. I had a hard time considering work
cut my overtime and I had some medical issues I was dealing with. I was taking out loan after loan, still
using my credit cards, and was not seeing no progress with my debt balances. I was at the point of just
giving up. I had heard of Titan, but just figured it was a scam. As dealing with my debt became next to
impossible I came across another one of Titan’s offers and decided it was worth a shot, after all, what
did I have to lose. It turned out to be best decision I've ever made. No more worrying about whether or
not I can ever get my debts paid off, no more worrying about taking out more high interest rates rate
loans, best of all, I am on a plan to have my debt resolved within 3 years and I am saving over 600$ a
month!!! Don't hesitate, call them now. I spoke to Dave and he was so understanding of my situation
and very professional!!! I couldn’t be happier that I am finally on track to becoming debt free
FOREVER!!!

Titan Consulting Group Response 07/19/2018

Thank you for your review. We are very happy that we were able to assist you on your road
to financial independence and becoming debt free!

Robert S.
07/13/2018

I worked with James C. and he was extremely professional, knowledgeable and very helpful. He
showed my wife and I how to take invest our savings and utilize that money to pay off our mortgage
much faster, saving us 10's of thousands of dollars. We are now just a year into the program and our
financial outlook is very positive. Thanks so much Titan Consulting Group!

Mario M.
05/27/2018

This company lied to me to consolidate two of my credit cards they told me they were going to
negotiate with my lenders and to make my monthly payments and instead they took $533.00 out of my
account and never called my lenders

Titan Consulting Group Response 07/19/2018

*****, I am sorry you were not satisfied with your experience with our company. You signed
up for a 48 month consolidation program and were not happy that after one month were
had not resolved your debt. However, we did refund your fees when you reached out with
your displeasure. We hope you reconsider your experience with us.
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Denise T.
01/30/2018

We tried to sign with Titan, but after two cancellations of a face to face meeting, we cancelled the deal.
Not even a phone call either time! How rude!

Titan Consulting Group Response 02/23/2018

****** * is correct. Our previous third party notary service failed to confirm this appointment
before the signing was to occur. This was a rare and unfortunate occurrence. We have
since parted ways with this notary service. We have since reached out to Denise on
multiple occasions to try to rectify this situation but unfortunately have not been able to get
in contact with her.
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